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Rachel Booth @OT_rach
Hello all, I hope you have had the chance to read the blog and see @WHO definition, of gaming disorder after it has now
been added to their list of mental health conditions. #OTalk

OTalk @OTalk_
Reminder of our usual #OTalk rules: have fun, keep HCPC (or other relevant body) guidance on social media in mind,
and use the hashtag so that we can see your Tweets and collect them for the chat transcript! https://t.co/oOXXAW1L3b

TEAMOTDerby/Notts @TEAMOTDerbNotts
RT @OTalk_: Just over 30mins until tonight’s #OTalk hosted by our very own @OT_rach 19th March 2019 #OTalk
Gaming a meaningful occupation o…

Rachel Booth @OT_rach
RT @OTalk_: Reminder of our usual #OTalk rules: have fun, keep HCPC (or other relevant body) guidance on social
media in mind, and use the…

Rachel Booth @OT_rach
@WHO say ‘Gaming disorder is characterised by a pattern of persistent or recurrent gaming behaviour (‘digital gaming’
or ‘video-gaming’), which may be online (i.e., over the internet) or offline. #OTalk

Rachel Booth @OT_rach
@WHO ‘Continuation or escalation of gaming despite the occurrence of negative consequences. The behaviour pattern
is of sufficient severity to result in significant impairment in personal, family, social, educational, occupational or other
important areas of functioning.’ #OTalk

Ruth Hawley @Ruth_Hawley
@OTalk_ I'm in, looking forward to it #OTalk

Rachel Booth @OT_rach
Who’s here say hello #OTalk will start questions in a min.

sherlyn graham @sherlynmelody
RT @OT_rach: Hello all, I hope you have had the chance to read the blog and see @WHO definition, of gaming disorder
after it has now been…

Lauren @Lauren_OT
@OTalk_ I’m here  #OTalk

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
@Ruth_Hawley @OTalk_ Me too both as a therapist and a parent of a teenager #OTalk

sherlyn graham @sherlynmelody
@OT_rach #otalk, hello I’m here. Just lurking 

Lana Castle @lanacastle
Im here  really interested to hear some opinions on this! #otalk
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Rachel Booth @OT_rach
Question 1 Do you game? If so what type and why? #OTalk https://t.co/tVjvnTe0BD

Hayley Green @HG1OT
Hello - looking forward to tonight’s talk #OTalk

OTalk @OTalk_
@Lauren_OT Hello!  #OTalk

Ruth Hawley @Ruth_Hawley
@preston_jenny @OTalk_ Parenting has a lot to answer for in my opinions on gaming too. #OTalk

OTalk @OTalk_
@lanacastle Hi! Feel free to share your own opinions too  #OTalk

OTalk @OTalk_
@sherlynmelody @OT_rach Hello! Lurkers are always welcome  #OTalk

Hayley Green @HG1OT
@OT_rach I do not game but a number of my peers and clients do #otalk

OTalk @OTalk_
RT @OT_rach: Who’s here say hello #OTalk will start questions in a min.

Vicky Swift @VickySwift16
@OT_rach No but my children do! Right up there as a meaningful occupation for them, even if it drives me slightly
bonkers occasionally #OTalk

sherlyn graham @sherlynmelody
@OT_rach #otalk, I play a few games on my phone! I’m currently only playing 1 called #townville I play just as something
to do when I’m bored or time filler.

Amelia Handy @AmeliaHandyOT
RT @OT_rach: Question 1 Do you game? If so what type and why? #OTalk https://t.co/tVjvnTe0BD

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
@OT_rach I don’t because I’m rubbish lol, but my 17 year old games a lot! He plays team warfare teams because he
says he enjoys the competition and the international social opportunities #OTalk. Oh and allegedly it helps with studying
history 

Amelia Handy @AmeliaHandyOT
I game, I play multiplayer games where you interact with other players, I really enjoy it because it is like an interactive
story #otalk

Rachel Booth @OT_rach
Question 2 How much time do you or your child/ friend/ colleague spend gaming in an average week? #OTalk
https://t.co/NlP4qKrASz

Rachel Booth @OT_rach
RT @AmeliaHandyOT: I game, I play multiplayer games where you interact with other players, I really enjoy it because it
is like an interact…
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Ruth Hawley @Ruth_Hawley
@OT_rach #OTalk Q1. Not a console gamer myself but have been known to play and enjoy app games on my
mobile/tablet in the past. Have 10 year old son who LOVES to game so plenty of opportunity to witness it action.

sherlyn graham @sherlynmelody
@preston_jenny @OT_rach #otalk @preston_jenny that’s a good one! History  you should eavesdrop on him
sometime 

Rachel Booth @OT_rach
#otalk

Lauren @Lauren_OT
@OT_rach I don’t, not something I’ve ever been interested in really. #OTalk

Carolina Cordero  @colourful_ot
@OT_rach PC games (currently mainly Sims 4 and Minecraft), also console games when I get the chance though I'm
without a console at the moment  Because it's relaxing, challenging in an enjoyable way, and can be a creative activity

 #OTalk

OTalk @OTalk_
RT @OT_rach: Question 1 Do you game? If so what type and why? #OTalk https://t.co/tVjvnTe0BD

Ruth Hawley @Ruth_Hawley
@OT_rach Also in previous clinical role (EIP) plenty of people I worked with were frequent gamers #OTalk

OTalk @OTalk_
RT @Ruth_Hawley: @OT_rach #OTalk Q1. Not a console gamer myself but have been known to play and enjoy app
games on my mobile/tablet in the…

Amelia Handy @AmeliaHandyOT
Probably 2-3 hours spread throughout the week, I try and limit myself to half an hour a day! #otalk

OTalk @OTalk_
RT @AmeliaHandyOT: I game, I play multiplayer games where you interact with other players, I really enjoy it because it
is like an interact…

OTalk @OTalk_
RT @OT_rach: Question 2 How much time do you or your child/ friend/ colleague spend gaming in an average week?
#OTalk https://t.co/NlP4qK…

sherlyn graham @sherlynmelody
@OT_rach #otalk so much for me lurking! Didn’t think of myself as a Gamer  I play about 5 hours a week, but it varies.
I don’t play everyday. I’m currently on holiday so have been playing everyday.

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
@OT_rach I’m scared to answer that one ... way too much time #OTalk. He’s just quite nonchalantly replied 4-5 hours
per day. Yikes I am a rubbish parent!

Rachel Booth @OT_rach
@AmeliaHandyOT Does anything help you limit your time? #otalk

OTalk @OTalk_
RT @AmeliaHandyOT: Probably 2-3 hours spread throughout the week, I try and limit myself to half an hour a day!
#otalk https://t.co/VVPeFvp…
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Rachel Booth @OT_rach
@sherlynmelody Internetinf what do you think of as a gamer? #otalk

Rachel Booth @OT_rach
@preston_jenny Why is it a bad thing he spends that much time gaming? #OTalk

Ruth Hawley @Ruth_Hawley
@OT_rach #OTalk Q2. Me, not often, as a time filler. Son as much as he’s allowed, nearly all the boundaries come from
me rather than being intrinsically motivated. Previous clients varied from a bit to a lot.

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
@sherlynmelody @OT_rach Credit where it is due  but his history teacher did commend him on his knowledge
#OTalk. I squirmed in the corner!

OTalk @OTalk_
RT @sherlynmelody: @OT_rach #otalk so much for me lurking! Didn’t think of myself as a Gamer  I play about 5
hours a week, but it vari…

sherlyn graham @sherlynmelody
@preston_jenny @OT_rach #otalk well at least you know where your child is when he is playing on his computer. I’m
sure you are not a rubbish parent 

Ruth Hawley @Ruth_Hawley
@OT_rach Love the image to go with this question #OTalk

sherlyn graham @sherlynmelody
@preston_jenny @OT_rach #otalk there you have it 

Rachel Booth @OT_rach
You need the # @ChrisEdge81 #otalk

OTalk @OTalk_
RT @Ruth_Hawley: @OT_rach #OTalk Q2. Me, not often, as a time filler. Son as much as he’s allowed, nearly all the
boundaries come from me r…

Amelia Handy @AmeliaHandyOT
@OT_rach On some games there is a pop up after a certain amount of time which tells you how long you’ve been
playing, suggesting you take a break, but you can continue if you want to. Generally I just make a mental note of the time
and log out around half an hour  #otalk

Lauren @Lauren_OT
@OT_rach Just not something I’ve really been exposed to when I was younger - upbringing could be part of it, I was the
eldest of girls, then never had a burning desire as I’ve got older to game. #OTalk

OTalk @OTalk_
#OTalk

OTalk @OTalk_
RT @AmeliaHandyOT: @OT_rach On some games there is a pop up after a certain amount of time which tells you how
long you’ve been playing, su…

Rachel Booth @OT_rach
@Ruth_Hawley I have tried to be creative, let me know what you think of choices for next questions #otalk
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OTalk @OTalk_
#OTalk

Rachel Booth @OT_rach
RT @AmeliaHandyOT: @OT_rach On some games there is a pop up after a certain amount of time which tells you how
long you’ve been playing, su…

Lauren @Lauren_OT
@OT_rach My boyfriend has tried to make me play FIFA with him a couple of times  but my hand eye coordination
isn’t very good and he gets frustrated at me  other than that I haven’t ever really gamed #OTalk

Ruth Hawley @Ruth_Hawley
@OT_rach The air of anticipation builds.... #OTalk

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
@OT_rach Good question @OT_rach, perhaps it is the public perception that it is not good to spend that much time
gaming. He does have a good balance with physical activity too so now you are making me think about this differently
#OTalk

Rachel Booth @OT_rach
@Lauren_OT Do you play games on phone? #otalk

Lauren @Lauren_OT
@OT_rach Not really no! I’ve got a scrabble type app downloaded but don’t think I’ve ever been on it. #OTalk

Rachel Booth @OT_rach
@preston_jenny Good to hear!! Perceptions of others can always influence us #otalk

sherlyn graham @sherlynmelody
@OT_rach #otalk I was thinking of teenagers or grown men with these headsets and gaming chairs. I am the same,
minus all the gear  #hypocrite 

OTalk @OTalk_
@VickySwift16 @OT_rach Remember to use the #OTalk hashtag if you want everyone following the chat to be able to
see what you've said 

Rachel Booth @OT_rach
@VickySwift16 @OTalk_ Never played fortnight but heard lots about it can you explain the main aim? #otalk

OTalk @OTalk_
RT @preston_jenny: @OT_rach Good question @OT_rach, perhaps it is the public perception that it is not good to
spend that much time gaming.…

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
@sherlynmelody @OT_rach Thank you @sherlynmelody but it is very true, especially when he was younger it was good
to know where he was. Although no happy medium as at other times we thought he should be out more. Parenting is
really hard sometimes #OTalk

Rachel Booth @OT_rach
What images conjure up for others when they think about a gamer? #otalk

Rachel Booth @OT_rach
RT @OTalk_: @VickySwift16 @OT_rach Remember to use the #OTalk hashtag if you want everyone following the chat
to be able to see what you've…
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Lauren @Lauren_OT
@OT_rach My boyfriend probably spends a couple of hours a few times a week I would say. #OTalk

Ruth Hawley @Ruth_Hawley
@preston_jenny @OT_rach I have worried my son plays too much at times too but he gets so much from it and is not
wholly neglecting other things he needs to do (no more than any other 10 year old) so on balance I’ve come to find
acceptance of it and see it as one of his meaningful occupations #OTalk

sherlyn graham @sherlynmelody
@Lauren_OT @OT_rach #otalk I started phone gaming when #Nokia bought out good old #snake. That was a real
addiction  not quite like it is today though, I don’t think.

Prof Diane Cox @dianecox61
#OTalk I don’t game but interested in its use. Late to join in tonight

OTalk @OTalk_
RT @OT_rach: What images conjure up for others when they think about a gamer? #otalk https://t.co/ZRSiJuPF8g

Amelia Handy @AmeliaHandyOT
RT @OT_rach: What images conjure up for others when they think about a gamer? #otalk https://t.co/ZRSiJuPF8g

Ruth Hawley @Ruth_Hawley
@preston_jenny @OT_rach I think public perception and societal values definitely shape our opinions regarding this
#OTalk

Rachel Booth @OT_rach
RT @Ruth_Hawley: @preston_jenny @OT_rach I have worried my son plays too much at times too but he gets so much
from it and is not wholly ne…

OTalk @OTalk_
RT @Ruth_Hawley: @preston_jenny @OT_rach I have worried my son plays too much at times too but he gets so much
from it and is not wholly ne…

sherlyn graham @sherlynmelody
@Lauren_OT @OT_rach #otalk snap!! Those games are #impossible 

Chris Edge @ChrisEdge81
@OT_rach @VickySwift16 @OTalk_ 100 man battle Royale. Last man standing. Like the Highlander film. There can be
only one. #OTalk

Vicky Swift @VickySwift16
@OT_rach @OTalk_ #OTalk It’s an online thing where you are dropped into an ever-shrinking world (a storm closes in)
and have to find weapons, supplies etc and fight other players/build defences etc to try to be last man standing. Was
dreading getting it and it certainly hooks in the boys!

Amelia Handy @AmeliaHandyOT
RT @Ruth_Hawley: @preston_jenny @OT_rach I think public perception and societal values definitely shape our
opinions regarding this #OTalk

Glyn Blakey @saeboukglyn
RT @OT_rach: Question 2 How much time do you or your child/ friend/ colleague spend gaming in an average week?
#OTalk https://t.co/NlP4qK…
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Amelia Handy @AmeliaHandyOT
Definitely agree @Ruth_Hawley #otalk

Ruth Hawley @Ruth_Hawley
@preston_jenny @sherlynmelody @OT_rach That’s true! #OTalk

Rachel Booth @OT_rach
So is there killing? What are people’s thoughts on violence within video games? #otalk?

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
@Lauren_OT @OT_rach I can identify with that @Lauren_OT @OT_rach. Several years ago I was roped in to make up
the numbers in a game of Halo, I couldn’t figure out the controls and just went round and round in circles #OTalk

Rachel Booth @OT_rach
RT @VickySwift16: @OT_rach @OTalk_ #OTalk It’s an online thing where you are dropped into an ever-shrinking world
(a storm closes in) and h…

Prof Diane Cox @dianecox61
@preston_jenny @Lauren_OT @OT_rach #OTalk

OTalk @OTalk_
RT @Ruth_Hawley: @preston_jenny @OT_rach I think public perception and societal values definitely shape our
opinions regarding this #OTalk

Amelia Handy @AmeliaHandyOT
Personally I don’t play games where there are guns/ you have to attack others, I prefer fantasy ones, but that’s just a
personal preference #OTalk

Rachel Booth @OT_rach
Question 3 What are you thoughts on the world health organisation adding addiction to gaming as category of mental
disorder? #OTalk https://t.co/isKRuotB7F

Amelia Handy @AmeliaHandyOT
RT @preston_jenny: @Lauren_OT @OT_rach I can identify with that @Lauren_OT @OT_rach. Several years ago I was
roped in to make up the numbe…

Chris Edge @ChrisEdge81
@OT_rach I would not describe it as particularly violent personally. It is more cartoon based. Games like call of duty and
battlefield are more intentionally realistic and graphic #Otalk

OTalk @OTalk_
RT @OT_rach: Question 3 What are you thoughts on the world health organisation adding addiction to gaming as
category of mental disorder?…

Amelia Handy @AmeliaHandyOT
RT @OT_rach: Question 3 What are you thoughts on the world health organisation adding addiction to gaming as
category of mental disorder?…

Ruth Hawley @Ruth_Hawley
@VickySwift16 @OT_rach @OTalk_ #Fortnite is my sons current favourite game. Definitely clever game design to
maintain attention and motivation to play so potential for addiction formation and has had lots of mixed press #OTalk

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
@OT_rach I’ve now got someone leaning over my shoulder tonight, suddenly interested in the conversation. Apparently
he does not like to be referred to as a gamer! Asked why? Response: it is cringy (whatever that means!) #OTalk
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sherlyn graham @sherlynmelody
@OT_rach #otalk I think killing games are a bit like killing movies. I’m not sure if it would encourage gamers to go on
killing sprees. What I don’t like is when you hear of children 8-10yrs playing 18+ games. I don’t think that’s cool 

Prof Diane Cox @dianecox61
#OTalk not sure on answer to this but any activity in the wrong/ too much & out of balance can be an addition and impact
on health

Rachel Booth @OT_rach
@preston_jenny What is his preferred term. Language is always important, one of my interesting #otalk

Amelia Handy @AmeliaHandyOT
Personally I think there is a “dark side” to all occupations, if you participate in an activity to such an extent that you are
neglecting other meaningful activities/ it is causing mental or physical harm to yourself, then I suppose it could be
considered an addiction #otalk

Prof Diane Cox @dianecox61
@preston_jenny @OT_rach What he call himself #OTalk

sherlyn graham @sherlynmelody
@AmeliaHandyOT #otalk I did like playing things like #streetfighter and #goldenaxe when I was much younger but it was
playing a cartoon the picture quality was not as realist as things are today and I was playing with one other rather than a
number of people across the world.

Rachel Booth @OT_rach
@sherlynmelody Is there a difference between watching people be killed in a movie, and actively being part of the killing
by pressing the buttons on control for the weapons within the game? #otalk

Ruth Hawley @Ruth_Hawley
@preston_jenny @Lauren_OT @OT_rach I did try and join my son in game play some years ago out of a desire to play
with him and show interest. Safe to say I was not a natural at Minecraft, and he declined my offers to play with him again.

 #OTalk

Hayley Green @HG1OT
@AmeliaHandyOT #OTalk - that old saying ‘everything in moderation’

Lauren @Lauren_OT
@OT_rach It’s about occupational balance isn’t it? We know that too much of any activity be it self care/ productivity /
leisure can impact upon health and well-being. Although I am not sure that gardening addiction would get added? Even if
it was the same impact on life etc. #OTalk

Amelia Handy @AmeliaHandyOT
RT @sherlynmelody: @AmeliaHandyOT #otalk I did like playing things like #streetfighter and #goldenaxe when I was
much younger but it was pl…

Prof Diane Cox @dianecox61
RT @OT_rach: @preston_jenny What is his preferred term. Language is always important, one of my interesting #otalk

Katie @Katie_Next
@OT_rach I game. A range of different games, some console, some phone. Some single player, some multi-player. All
for enjoyment. Some as they give a quick sense of achievement (finishing a hard level etc). #OTalk

sherlyn graham @sherlynmelody
@AmeliaHandyOT #otalk yes I agree! With Amelia 
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Amelia Handy @AmeliaHandyOT
#otalk @HG1OT exactly!

’Kwen @HolistiQueen
RT @OT_rach: Question 3 What are you thoughts on the world health organisation adding addiction to gaming as
category of mental disorder?…

Rachel Booth @OT_rach
@AmeliaHandyOT What might be the benefits of naming it as a mental disorder? #otalk

Hayley Green @HG1OT
@sherlynmelody @AmeliaHandyOT Yes me too - and mariocart #OTalk but totally non realistic and fun

Chris Edge @ChrisEdge81
@OT_rach Agreed. For me an addiction is an addiction, it can impact upon well-being and occupational participation in
general....regardless of the medium of the addiction #OTalk

OTalk @OTalk_
RT @AmeliaHandyOT: Personally I think there is a “dark side” to all occupations, if you participate in an activity to such
an extent that y…

sherlyn graham @sherlynmelody
@preston_jenny @OT_rach  #otalk what would be preferred to be called? I’d love to know actually 

OTalk @OTalk_
RT @Lauren_OT: @OT_rach It’s about occupational balance isn’t it? We know that too much of any activity be it self
care/ productivity / lei…

Vicky Swift @VickySwift16
@Ruth_Hawley @OT_rach @OTalk_ Absolutely. Designed to draw you in and keep you playing! #OTalk

OTalk @OTalk_
RT @HG1OT: @AmeliaHandyOT #OTalk - that old saying ‘everything in moderation’

Carrie Sant OT @carrie_sant
Id never given a lot of though to gaming as an occupation until I recently visited a charity which made gaming accessible
to everyone (@EveryoneCanUK ) and they’d seen some really positive outcomes. Now I consider it as part of my OT
toolkit of ideas #OTalk

Rachel Booth @OT_rach
@Ruth_Hawley @preston_jenny @Lauren_OT Do people see gaming as a group or individual activity? #otalk

Katie @Katie_Next
@OT_rach Depends! I don't prioritise gaming, so it will depend on what else I have going on. That being said, an hour
night would probably be my average! #OTalk

Carrie Sant OT @carrie_sant
RT @Lauren_OT: @OT_rach It’s about occupational balance isn’t it? We know that too much of any activity be it self
care/ productivity / lei…

Alexander @AP_almost_an_OT
@OT_rach Depends how you mean... 'gamer' was a term used by RPG players a good while before it was used to
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describe 'video' gamers. #OTalk

Rachel Booth @OT_rach
RT @Katie_Next: @OT_rach I game. A range of different games, some console, some phone. Some single player, some
multi-player. All for enjoy…

Ruth Hawley @Ruth_Hawley
@VickySwift16 @OT_rach @OTalk_ At the point where there were some issues at school regarding it and lots of media
coverage around the time gaming disorder was added to list of disorders I did complete an #activityanalysis on #Fortnite
to look at it from an OT perspective #OTalk

Amelia Handy @AmeliaHandyOT
I suppose that if it was named as a mental disorder, then a care pathway could be developed for people who’s
occupational balance was affected by overuse of games. They then may be able to access services to reestablish a
better balance and improve their overall wellbeing #otalk

Carrie Sant OT @carrie_sant
@Lauren_OT @OTalk_ @OT_rach Perhaps it becomes a ‘dark occupation’ at a certain point eg when there are negative
impacts on a persons health and wellbeing, Occupational balance etc #otalk

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
@OT_rach @OT_rach wait for this one! He just likes to be described as “someone who plays games” apparently doesn’t
feel the need for a label or a name #OTalk

Rachel Booth @OT_rach
@AP_almost_an_OT What is your interpretation of gamer? #otalk. @WHO is it as both online and offline

Prof Diane Cox @dianecox61
RT @preston_jenny: @OT_rach @OT_rach wait for this one! He just likes to be described as “someone who plays
games” apparently doesn’t feel…

Katie @Katie_Next
@Lauren_OT @OT_rach I agree with this. I would say you can be addicted to anything, if it's upsetting occupational
balance and having an impact upon other ADLs then surely it should be seen as an addiction. #OTalk

Rachel Booth @OT_rach
Don’t forget the hashtag #otalk

OTalk @OTalk_
RT @carrie_sant: Id never given a lot of though to gaming as an occupation until I recently visited a charity which made
gaming accessible…

Prof Diane Cox @dianecox61
@preston_jenny @OT_rach Well it is what it says on the tin #OTalk !!

Rachel Booth @OT_rach
I keep forgetting that # #otalk

sherlyn graham @sherlynmelody
@OT_rach #otalk I love killing films especially when the baddie gets killed. I don’t think it would bother me killing
someone in a game as the feelings are different. In real life there would be adrenaline, fear etc you don’t get that with a
game. If U did I don’t think I’d play 

Rachel Booth @OT_rach
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RT @AmeliaHandyOT: I suppose that if it was named as a mental disorder, then a care pathway could be developed for
people who’s occupationa…

sherlyn graham @sherlynmelody
@OT_rach @AmeliaHandyOT #otalk helping identifying areas of neglect. Potential lack of face to face social skills...

Rupert Leslie @hoffiOT
@OT_rach I game. Mainly FIFA or Tony Hawks skateboarding. @ChrisEdge81 and @neilius7 recently reintroduced me
to the benefits of gaming. I've found it really helpful for relaxing, switching off and having a tangible
result/progress/outcome. #otalk

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
@OT_rach @sherlynmelody My only concern is that it might de-value life due to the concept of “re-spawning” in games
as clearly this does not happen in real life #OTalk

OTalk @OTalk_
RT @OT_rach: Don’t forget the hashtag #otalk https://t.co/MVgz6FIkHG

Rachel Booth @OT_rach
@carrie_sant @Lauren_OT @OTalk_ This is what’s in @WHO definition! You can see the whole definition on the blog
#otalk

Amelia Handy @AmeliaHandyOT
RT @Katie_Next: @Lauren_OT @OT_rach I agree with this. I would say you can be addicted to anything, if it's upsetting
occupational balance…

BLIND HAVOK @blindhavok87
RT @carrie_sant: Id never given a lot of though to gaming as an occupation until I recently visited a charity which made
gaming accessible…

Rachel Booth @OT_rach
@preston_jenny Nice - and always great to hear from the person. #otalk

Amelia Handy @AmeliaHandyOT
RT @sherlynmelody: @OT_rach @AmeliaHandyOT #otalk helping identifying areas of neglect. Potential lack of face to
face social skills...

sherlyn graham @sherlynmelody
@HG1OT @AmeliaHandyOT #otalk yeah I loved #Nintendo I had a #gameboy loved #tetris 

Ruth Hawley @Ruth_Hawley
@OT_rach #OTalk Q3. Do think some people have difficulties regulating their use of gaming and it can be addictive. Not
a fan of many disorder labels not just gaming disorder and prefer to understand difficulties from a more psychological
and occupational formulation.

Amelia Handy @AmeliaHandyOT
RT @hoffiOT: @OT_rach I game. Mainly FIFA or Tony Hawks skateboarding. @ChrisEdge81 and @neilius7 recently
reintroduced me to the benefits…

sherlyn graham @sherlynmelody
RT @carrie_sant: Id never given a lot of though to gaming as an occupation until I recently visited a charity which made
gaming accessible…

Katie @Katie_Next
@OT_rach @AmeliaHandyOT A care pathway. The chance to get help. The chance for an evidence base to build. I
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should imagine before it was quite hard to seek help as it wouldn't have been seen as "real" in a way. #OTalk

Amelia Handy @AmeliaHandyOT
RT @hoffiOT: @OT_rach I game. Mainly FIFA or Tony Hawks skateboarding. @ChrisEdge81 and @neilius7 recently
reintroduced me to the benefits…

Amelia Handy @AmeliaHandyOT
When you “level up” or complete a mission there’s that satisfaction of a positive outcome #otalk

OTalk @OTalk_
RT @Ruth_Hawley: @OT_rach #OTalk Q3. Do think some people have difficulties regulating their use of gaming and it
can be addictive. Not a f…

Rachel Booth @OT_rach
Don’t forget that # #otalk

Vicky Swift @VickySwift16
@preston_jenny @Lauren_OT @OT_rach That is absolutely me too! Kids used to joke you can always spot a mum on
Minecraft because they’re the ones walking in circles or stuck in a corner  #OTalk

Prof Diane Cox @dianecox61
RT @Katie_Next: @OT_rach @AmeliaHandyOT A care pathway. The chance to get help. The chance for an evidence
base to build. I should imagine…

Chris Edge @ChrisEdge81
@hoffiOT @OT_rach @neilius7 Totally agree. During a stressful work role I found gaming really helped me to switch off
and relax #OTalk

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
@OT_rach @Ruth_Hawley @Lauren_OT In my son’s case definitely a group activity although this has changed as he
has become more confident in himself and his gaming skills #OTalk

Amelia Handy @AmeliaHandyOT
RT @carrie_sant: @Lauren_OT @OTalk_ @OT_rach Perhaps it becomes a ‘dark occupation’ at a certain point eg when
there are negative impacts o…

Amelia Handy @AmeliaHandyOT
RT @OT_rach: @carrie_sant @Lauren_OT @OTalk_ This is what’s in @WHO definition! You can see the whole
definition on the blog #otalk

Ruth Hawley @Ruth_Hawley
@Lauren_OT @OT_rach #OTalk. I agree that gardening wouldn’t get added or viewed in the same way even if engaged
with at risk of participation in other necessary occupations. Definitely see societal values being expressed by what gets
medicalised as a disorder.

Amelia Handy @AmeliaHandyOT
RT @Katie_Next: @OT_rach @AmeliaHandyOT A care pathway. The chance to get help. The chance for an evidence
base to build. I should imagine…

Rachel Booth @OT_rach
@preston_jenny @Ruth_Hawley @Lauren_OT Grading then? #otalk

sherlyn graham @sherlynmelody
@OT_rach @Ruth_Hawley @preston_jenny @Lauren_OT #otalk both, I used to play a game called #cookingfever it
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was an individual game, super addictive. I got my sister hooked. We didn’t play together but we competed to see who
could get the most diamonds which led to more restaurants. It was crazy but fun 

Carrie Sant OT @carrie_sant
@OT_rach @Lauren_OT @OTalk_ @WHO I will have a look! Joined at the last minute so haven’t had chance to read
the blog yet...sorry!! #OTalk

Rachel Booth @OT_rach
Wow everyone’s got lots to say I hope I haven’t missed anything, going to move onto the next question as we’ve only got
just under 20 minutes left #otalk

Rachel Booth @OT_rach
Question 4 Do you used gaming, as an intervention/treatment? If so how and why? #OTalk https://t.co/rWGUfp7v14

OTalk @OTalk_
RT @Ruth_Hawley: @Lauren_OT @OT_rach #OTalk. I agree that gardening wouldn’t get added or viewed in the same
way even if engaged with at ri…

OTalk @OTalk_
RT @OT_rach: Wow everyone’s got lots to say I hope I haven’t missed anything, going to move onto the next question
as we’ve only got just…

Amelia Handy @AmeliaHandyOT
RT @OT_rach: Question 4 Do you used gaming, as an intervention/treatment? If so how and why? #OTalk
https://t.co/rWGUfp7v14

Carrie Sant OT @carrie_sant
@OT_Graham @OT_rach @AmeliaHandyOT I definitely think there are already a lot of negative connotations around
gaming and not a lot of understanding of the potential positives #OTalk

Katie @Katie_Next
@OT_rach @Ruth_Hawley @preston_jenny @Lauren_OT Depends on the game! The chance now to play online, home
alone but as part of a wider group is here as well! I've actually made friends with people via games in the past. #OTalk

Rachel Booth @OT_rach
You need the hashtag in your tweets so everyone can see #OTalk

OTalk @OTalk_
RT @OT_rach: Question 4 Do you used gaming, as an intervention/treatment? If so how and why? #OTalk
https://t.co/rWGUfp7v14

Ruth Hawley @Ruth_Hawley
@OT_rach @preston_jenny @Lauren_OT Lots of online gaming now is collective group activity which builds own
community but can be individual activity too #OTalk.

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
@sherlynmelody @HG1OT @AmeliaHandyOT I once made myself sick playing too much Tetris #BadExample #OTalk

Chris Edge @ChrisEdge81
@OT_rach I have used gaming to support remotivation in younger service users in an inpatient setting, but have always
attempted to prioritise activities that develop more productive routines in the long run #OTalk

Carrie Sant OT @carrie_sant
@OT_rach I have used it informally (before OT) as a way of engaging children in social interaction and encouraging use
of communication aids but not as a therapeutic intervention since qualifying. I’ve never had access to the resources or a
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suitable environment #OTalk

Alexander @AP_almost_an_OT
@OT_rach I haven't had the opportunity as an OT, but have used tabletop games as a support worker and would
certainly consider using some as an OT intervention. #OTalk

Katie @Katie_Next
@OT_rach I haven't yet. But my colleagues have recently utilised the wii as a way to reintegrate someone from long-
term segregation. The aim to use it as a social night to help the integration! I also heard of the wii being used for sensory
input. #OTalk

Lauren @Lauren_OT
@Ruth_Hawley @OT_rach Yes that’s what I was getting at, when actually someone could become addicted to any
occupation and it still have the same negative impact on that persons life. I agree it’s to do with societal values and I
think the role the media play is important too #OTalk

Amelia Handy @AmeliaHandyOT
RT @carrie_sant: @OT_rach I have used it informally (before OT) as a way of engaging children in social interaction and
encouraging use of…

Amelia Handy @AmeliaHandyOT
RT @AP_almost_an_OT: @OT_rach I haven't had the opportunity as an OT, but have used tabletop games as a support
worker and would certainly…

Rachel Booth @OT_rach
@ChrisEdge81 Why is gaming not part of a productive routine? #otalk

Amelia Handy @AmeliaHandyOT
I really like this idea #otalk

Carrie Sant OT @carrie_sant
@AmeliaHandyOT There’s is definitely something about gaming that seems to engage people at a level that they find it
difficult to disconnect. I wonder how much research underpins this new diagnosis and whether this is answered #OTalk

OTalk @OTalk_
RT @Katie_Next: @OT_rach I haven't yet. But my colleagues have recently utilised the wii as a way to reintegrate
someone from long-term seg…

Graham Walker @OT_Graham
@carrie_sant @OT_rach @AmeliaHandyOT can be seen negatively but theres loads of positives. If you check out some
youtubers like game makers toolkit and writing on games there’s a lot of interesting stuff. GMTK has a set of posts about
making games accessible. Writing on games says gaming helped his depression #OTalk

Amelia Handy @AmeliaHandyOT
RT @carrie_sant: @AmeliaHandyOT There’s is definitely something about gaming that seems to engage people at a
level that they find it diffi…

Ruth Hawley @Ruth_Hawley
@OT_rach I haven’t used as intervention much but always thought it was a disadvantage that I wasn’t a gamer in my
previous clinical role as would have been a great conversation and engagement tool. #OTalk

Rupert Leslie @hoffiOT
@OT_rach I've utilised it as a suggested intervention to help people I worked with in my previous role in psychiatric
liaison. It was a good way to help some people who were in crisis experience occupational flow and relax. #otalk
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Graham Walker @OT_Graham
@carrie_sant @OT_rach @AmeliaHandyOT Also @gamingthemind often shares the evidence base in Twitter for how
gaming can be helpful #OTalk

Bethany Marshall @BethjmOT
#OTalk

Lauren @Lauren_OT
@OT_rach In a previous role I’ve used the wii with patients to increase physical activity #OTalk

Amelia Handy @AmeliaHandyOT
I’ll have to check this out! Thank you  #otalk

Amelia Handy @AmeliaHandyOT
RT @OT_Graham: @carrie_sant @OT_rach @AmeliaHandyOT Also @gamingthemind often shares the evidence base
in Twitter for how gaming can be hel…

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
@OT_rach Sticking with my son, sorry!!! He broke his thumb playing ice hockey ... you guessed it ... the doctor
prescribed gaming ... and it worked, great ROM and strength #OTalk

Carrie Sant OT @carrie_sant
@OT_rach When I was in Brazil a few years ago they were introducing game therapy to help practice fine and gross
motor control for conditions like CP using a range of consoles and games #OTalk

Chris Edge @ChrisEdge81
@OT_rach It can be, but I'm considering the idea of preparing people for the responsibilities of life/living independently
that we would consider as traditionally "more productive". #OTalk

OTalk @OTalk_
RT @hoffiOT: @OT_rach I've utilised it as a suggested intervention to help people I worked with in my previous role in
psychiatric liaison.…

sherlyn graham @sherlynmelody
@Lauren_OT @Ruth_Hawley @OT_rach #otalk surely if we all picked an occupation that we spent way too much time
engaging in, surely it could be seen as OCD? Or is that too far fetched?!

Rupert Leslie @hoffiOT
@OT_rach Also utilised it when working in a mental health rehab unit as a group activity to stimulate social discussion,
turn taking, concentration etc. #otalk

Graham Walker @OT_Graham
@carrie_sant @OT_rach @AmeliaHandyOT There are so many different games out with different accessibility modes
that you can find games that can help in such a range of ways. Darkest Dungeon looks at addiction, people say dark
souls helped with heir depression, Celeste is a game about facing inner demons #OTalk

Chris Edge @ChrisEdge81
RT @preston_jenny: @OT_rach @sherlynmelody My only concern is that it might de-value life due to the concept of “re-
spawning” in games as c…

Amelia Handy @AmeliaHandyOT
RT @preston_jenny: @OT_rach Sticking with my son, sorry!!! He broke his thumb playing ice hockey ... you guessed it
... the doctor prescri…
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Amelia Handy @AmeliaHandyOT
RT @carrie_sant: @OT_rach When I was in Brazil a few years ago they were introducing game therapy to help practice
fine and gross motor con…

Ruth Hawley @Ruth_Hawley
@OT_rach That said, I still talked about it a lot and did either encourage or discourage participation in it based on which I
thought would be most useful for that person at the time #OTalk

Amelia Handy @AmeliaHandyOT
RT @OT_Graham: @carrie_sant @OT_rach @AmeliaHandyOT There are so many different games out with different
accessibility modes that you can f…

Rachel Booth @OT_rach
@sherlynmelody @Lauren_OT @Ruth_Hawley Not sure about the term OCD? as that is a diagnosable condition, but
yes maybe too much of something could be unhealthy. #otalk

Rachel Booth @OT_rach
@hoffiOT Great good outcomes? #OTalk

Alexander @AP_almost_an_OT
@OT_Graham @carrie_sant @OT_rach @AmeliaHandyOT Darkest Dungeon also prepares you for the crushing
despair of 'real life' as well. #OTalk

Rachel Booth @OT_rach
Good link hear for future reading #OTalk

Carolina Cordero  @colourful_ot
@Ruth_Hawley @OT_rach I'm finding being able to talk about video games a big advantage for rapport-building on my
current CAMHS placement! #OTalk

Graham Walker @OT_Graham
@sherlynmelody @Lauren_OT @Ruth_Hawley @OT_rach OCD is defined by the obsessions (something bad will
happen unless I...) and the compulsions (doing something to stop bad things) so gaming could fall under this but only in
these specific ways #OTalk

Hayley Green @HG1OT
@OT_rach We had a wii group on a stroke rehab ward - used as part of a weekly structure and to work on standing,
concentration, communication etc etc. Great and popular forum. Haven’t used it so much in the community for lots of
reasons #otalk

Rachel Booth @OT_rach
That #. #otalk

Rachel Booth @OT_rach
RT @colourful_ot: @Ruth_Hawley @OT_rach I'm finding being able to talk about video games a big advantage for
rapport-building on my current…

Rupert Leslie @hoffiOT
@OT_Graham @OT_rach It was mainly FIFA, street fighter and another game which I can't remember at the moment.
People became really supportive of each other, teaching others how to play, encouraging the underdog to win etc. #otalk

Graham Walker @OT_Graham
@AP_almost_an_OT @carrie_sant @OT_rach @AmeliaHandyOT Haha yes it does- there is a genuine conversation in
that though- the world owes you nothing but that doesn’t make it a bad place #OTalk
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sherlyn graham @sherlynmelody
@OT_rach #otalk I game for relaxation purposes as well as the #doing and #results. I guess it does take your mind off of
other things as you are concentrating on the aim of the game.

Rachel Booth @OT_rach
Question 5 How might an occupational therapist work with someone who’s gaming behaviour pattern is of sufficient
severity to result in significant impairment occupational functioning? #OTalk https://t.co/esfoEtN9EE

Carrie Sant OT @carrie_sant
@OT_Graham @OT_rach @AmeliaHandyOT Pretty much any game can be made accessible now with the tech that is
out there. There’s some incredible work being done by some very dedicated individuals which will hopefully become
more mainstream in the future #OTalk

Amelia Handy @AmeliaHandyOT
RT @carrie_sant: @OT_Graham @OT_rach @AmeliaHandyOT Pretty much any game can be made accessible now
with the tech that is out there. There’…

OTalk @OTalk_
RT @OT_Graham: @carrie_sant @OT_rach @AmeliaHandyOT Also @gamingthemind often shares the evidence base
in Twitter for how gaming can be hel…

Graham Walker @OT_Graham
@hoffiOT @OT_rach FIFA can be played with a two and one button mode to improve accessibility #OTalk

Ruth Hawley @Ruth_Hawley
@OT_rach There’s been some great news stories of adaptations made to games to make them more accessible and
@mOTivatedmaker shows some great bits of equipment that would help with using gaming as an intervention #OTalk

OTalk @OTalk_
RT @OT_rach: Question 5 How might an occupational therapist work with someone who’s gaming behaviour pattern is
of sufficient severity to…

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
@hoffiOT @OT_rach I have used gaming in clinical practice to help with problem solving and particularly with one young
man with lack of insight to help him understand the consequences of his actions. He was much more accepting of what
he perceived to be the third person #OTalk

Carrie Sant OT @carrie_sant
@OT_Graham @OT_rach @AmeliaHandyOT Specialist games are great but even mainstream games have their place
eg giving children the opportunity to do what their friends are doing and feel fully included or allowing someone to do
something meaningful they would have done previously eg play fifa! #OTalk

Rupert Leslie @hoffiOT
@OT_rach Yes, people became really supportive of each other, teaching others how to play, encouraging the underdog
to win etc. The outcomes in my liaison post was that people found a way to unwind at the end of a stressful day or had a
good distraction technique. #otalk

Rachel Booth @OT_rach
Really interesting #otalk. And great use of an occupation

Graham Walker @OT_Graham
@carrie_sant @OT_rach @AmeliaHandyOT Accessible from physical perspective yes but games are improving their
ability to consider presentation of subtitles, colour blindness issues, repetitive strain and chronic fatigue. I would really
check out the Game Makers tooo kit you tube vids on improving accessibility #Otalk
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Prof Diane Cox @dianecox61
RT @OT_rach: Really interesting #otalk. And great use of an occupation https://t.co/DjzftQ5hn5

Rupert Leslie @hoffiOT
@OT_Graham @OT_rach Yes. The people I worked with often thought it was brilliant to gang up against me using this
option! #otalk

Amelia Handy @AmeliaHandyOT
I really like the idea of getting service users to teach others, it really cultivates their social skills. On one of my
placements a service user taught me to play table tennis, they were so patient and really worked hard to explain the
rules! #otalk

Cheryl OT @otnotes
@OT_rach #otalk I engage a little with videogames. Crossword/Sudoku apps, Mario kart. Used to be big into games like
Tetris, hexic. We do a lot of new style board games now.

Rachel Booth @OT_rach
Finial Question 6 On the whole do you feel Gaming is a meaningful or damaging occupation? #OTalk
https://t.co/Ql0FwwNy09

Graham Walker @OT_Graham
@carrie_sant @OT_rach @AmeliaHandyOT Yes something like Mine craft can be great and can help create positive
connections wit others. A lot of transferable skills from such games #Otalk

Alexander @AP_almost_an_OT
@OT_Graham @carrie_sant @OT_rach @AmeliaHandyOT Leave nothing unchecked, there is much to be found in
forgotten places. #OTalk

Amelia Handy @AmeliaHandyOT
RT @carrie_sant: @OT_Graham @OT_rach @AmeliaHandyOT Specialist games are great but even mainstream games
have their place eg giving childre…

Prof Diane Cox @dianecox61
RT @AmeliaHandyOT: I really like the idea of getting service users to teach others, it really cultivates their social skills.
On one of my…

Ruth Hawley @Ruth_Hawley
@OT_rach #OTalk Q5. As with other scenarios, make use of individuals subjective opinions and
#occupationalformulation in understanding the problem, and then create relevant goals from there.

Graham Walker @OT_Graham
@AP_almost_an_OT @carrie_sant @OT_rach @AmeliaHandyOT #Otalk https://t.co/yhMUrmy0V6

OTalk @OTalk_
RT @carrie_sant: @OT_Graham @OT_rach @AmeliaHandyOT Specialist games are great but even mainstream games
have their place eg giving childre…

Rachel Booth @OT_rach
RT @Ruth_Hawley: @OT_rach #OTalk Q5. As with other scenarios, make use of individuals subjective opinions and
#occupationalformulation in u…

Alexander @AP_almost_an_OT
@OT_rach It's an occupation. As meaningful and as damaging as any other can be, dependent on person and
environment. #OTalk
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OTalk @OTalk_
RT @Ruth_Hawley: @OT_rach #OTalk Q5. As with other scenarios, make use of individuals subjective opinions and
#occupationalformulation in u…

OTalk @OTalk_
RT @OT_rach: Finial Question 6 On the whole do you feel Gaming is a meaningful or damaging occupation? #OTalk
https://t.co/Ql0FwwNy09

Prof Diane Cox @dianecox61
Thanks @OT_rach fascinating discussion #OTalk

OTalk @OTalk_
RT @AP_almost_an_OT: @OT_rach It's an occupation. As meaningful and as damaging as any other can be,
dependent on person and environment. #…

Rachel Booth @OT_rach
RT @AP_almost_an_OT: @OT_rach It's an occupation. As meaningful and as damaging as any other can be,
dependent on person and environment. #…

Carrie Sant OT @carrie_sant
@OT_Graham @OT_rach @AmeliaHandyOT Yes I think game designers are increasingly expected to consider
accessibility and are making huge strides. Consoles themselves have some good accessibility features built in
nowadays! #OTalk

Rupert Leslie @hoffiOT
@AmeliaHandyOT It's a great experience to ask people to teach you how to do something. Have been taught lots of
different games and skills over the years by people I've worked with. Great sense of achievement for the person and
changes the roles. #otalk

Cheryl OT @otnotes
@OT_rach #otalk I use tons of board and card games with kids. I have used Wii games and some Kinect stuff with older
kids and Neuro adults

Rachel Booth @OT_rach
RT @dianecox61: Thanks @OT_rach fascinating discussion #OTalk

Graham Walker @OT_Graham
RT @Ruth_Hawley: @OT_rach #OTalk Q5. As with other scenarios, make use of individuals subjective opinions and
#occupationalformulation in u…

Graham Walker @OT_Graham
RT @OT_rach: Question 5 How might an occupational therapist work with someone who’s gaming behaviour pattern is
of sufficient severity to…

Amelia Handy @AmeliaHandyOT
RT @dianecox61: Thanks @OT_rach fascinating discussion #OTalk

Graham Walker @OT_Graham
@OT_rach Use of Motivational Interviewing techniques supporting the individual to reflect on their behaviour and the
impact it is having could be helpful #OTalk

Carrie Sant OT @carrie_sant
I’d love to see a game therapy module introduced as part of OT training! #OTalk #futuregoals

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
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@OT_rach Overall I think it is a meaningful occupation when it is balanced #OTalk

OTalk @OTalk_
RT @OT_Graham: @OT_rach Use of Motivational Interviewing techniques supporting the individual to reflect on their
behaviour and the impact…

Chris Edge @ChrisEdge81
@OT_rach It can have its uses and be extremely https://t.co/zk6cx2DWsx the same time,too much can be
https://t.co/YdvqBGxRLF can distract people from essential ADLs and life responsibilities and can become problematic. I
also liked the point about respawning devaluing life #OTalk

OTalk @OTalk_
RT @preston_jenny: @OT_rach Overall I think it is a meaningful occupation when it is balanced #OTalk

Joachim Skura @JoachimSkura
RT @Otalk_byOracle: Studio ready to interview all the great attendees @UNLEASHgroup @Otalk_byOracle
@OracleHCM @Oracle #Otalk #hr #ceos #hc…

Amelia Handy @AmeliaHandyOT
I think that role change is really important, ive found it to be a really good way to build rapport! #otalk

Amelia Handy @AmeliaHandyOT
RT @carrie_sant: I’d love to see a game therapy module introduced as part of OT training! #OTalk #futuregoals

Graham Walker @OT_Graham
@carrie_sant @OT_rach @AmeliaHandyOT You can checkout https://t.co/GUECJHRWVO for some of the things that
devs consider #OTalk

Rachel Booth @OT_rach
Wow where did that hour go?some great discussion here guys, really enjoyed hosting a chat rather than just being with
support not done this for a long time. Thank you. Keep gaming!! #otalk https://t.co/xIWHSHq2ZK

Ruth Hawley @Ruth_Hawley
@VickySwift16 @OT_rach @OTalk_ @SpecialEffect It was interesting. Amongst other things it highlighted my need for
revision on hand grips and that like other occupations it is neither inherently positive or negative but it’s how it is used
that makes it either one or the other or elements of both. #OTalk

Amelia Handy @AmeliaHandyOT
I would agree #otalk

’Kwen @HolistiQueen
RT @OT_rach: Finial Question 6 On the whole do you feel Gaming is a meaningful or damaging occupation? #OTalk
https://t.co/Ql0FwwNy09

Rachel Booth @OT_rach
RT @Ruth_Hawley: @VickySwift16 @OT_rach @OTalk_ @SpecialEffect It was interesting. Amongst other things it
highlighted my need for revision…

sherlyn graham @sherlynmelody
@OT_rach #otalk I can officially say I am a #gamer It’s all about having the right occupational balance and how it
benefits the person. #work #leisure #play #education #adls It goes hand in hand with my #wellbeing

Amelia Handy @AmeliaHandyOT
Thank you, I will definitely be having a good look! #otalk
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OTalk @OTalk_
9pm already!  Thanks @OT_rach for hosting and thanks everyone for taking part! #OTalk

OTalk @OTalk_
RT @OT_rach: Wow where did that hour go?some great discussion here guys, really enjoyed hosting a chat rather than
just being with support…

Rachel Booth @OT_rach
RT @OTalk_: 9pm already!  Thanks @OT_rach for hosting and thanks everyone for taking part! #OTalk

Graham Walker @OT_Graham
RT @sherlynmelody: @OT_rach #otalk I can officially say I am a #gamer It’s all about having the right occupational
balance and how it benef…

Amelia Handy @AmeliaHandyOT
RT @OTalk_: 9pm already!  Thanks @OT_rach for hosting and thanks everyone for taking part! #OTalk

sherlyn graham @sherlynmelody
Now back to my game #township #OTalk https://t.co/FAoVZrC3pA

Carrie Sant OT @carrie_sant
@colourful_ot @Ruth_Hawley @OT_rach Yes! I may not be able to talk to men and boys about football but gaming can
be another way in! They are always surprised to know I can play call of duty (not well mind!) #OTalk

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
Great chat tonight @OT_rach I didn’t think I would have much to contribute but it’s been so interesting, thank you #OTalk

sherlyn graham @sherlynmelody
@OTalk_ @OT_rach #Otalk yes, thank you @OT_rach 

Jim Davis @JimatronDavis
Everything in moderation. Great discussion every Tuesday by #otalk

Rupert Leslie @hoffiOT
@ChrisEdge81 @OT_rach Your respawning comment has just reminded me how I once utilised gaming talk to help a
person I was working with understand mindfulness. I talked with them re how they should view each day as being
respawned. Made sense to them and helped them focus on each day #otalk

Ruth Hawley @Ruth_Hawley
@VickySwift16 @OT_rach @OTalk_ @SpecialEffect Also thanks for the tip re @SpecialEffect case studies, I’ll look them
up. There’s someone in America who was looking at gaming but I’d have to look back at my Twitter to recall who. #OTalk

Katie @Katie_Next
RT @AP_almost_an_OT: @OT_rach It's an occupation. As meaningful and as damaging as any other can be,
dependent on person and environment. #…

Katie @Katie_Next
@OT_rach Interesting one tonight! Thanks! #OTalk

Vicky Swift @VickySwift16
@hoffiOT @AmeliaHandyOT Totally agree - have had a patient teach me chess on this placement! Might try with gaming
too - perhaps a service user will have more patience with my dodgy controller skills than my kids  #otalk
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Ruth Hawley @Ruth_Hawley
@OT_rach #OTalk Q6 it’s an occupation that like every other occupation is not inherently either positive or negative. It’s
how it gets used by that individual that can lead to either positive or negative consequences.

School of Occupational Therapy - Uganda @OTschoolUganda
RT @CovUniOT: 30 minutes until #OTalk starts  - Gaming a meaningful occupation or a damaging occupation? 
@OTalk_ @RCOTStudents https://t…

Carolina Cordero  @colourful_ot
@carrie_sant @Ruth_Hawley @OT_rach I was having a whole conversation the other day with a child about the pros
and cons of Fortnite (they weren't a fan, interestingly enough!) and my educator had to interrupt to say that she had no
idea what we were on about  #OTalk

Vicky Swift @VickySwift16
@Ruth_Hawley @OT_rach @OTalk_ @SpecialEffect You’re welcome - came across them when they advertised for at
OT job a few months back - found myself wishing I was a gamer! #OTalk

Laura LD OT @CommunityLD_OT
@OT_rach Well firstly, it's fun. It's also a bit of escapism, you're not really thinking about anything else. Survival horror is
my favourite genre but I like all sorts. #otalk

Sophie Heywood @SophieHeywood29
@OT_rach #OTalk Sorry I have come in a bit late. I don't personally game but my partner loves PC games and he
believes there are a lot of therapeutic benefits to gaming, such as social aspect (multiple player), finger dexterity and
multi-tasking.

Chris Edge @ChrisEdge81
@hoffiOT @OT_rach I like that! #Otalk

Laura LD OT @CommunityLD_OT
@OT_rach I did recently to look at someone's hand function and fine motor skills. Our job is great isn't it  #otalk

Laura LD OT @CommunityLD_OT
@OT_rach Massively meaningful. It's one of my favourite things to do and absolutely one of the most meaningful
occupations I engage in #otalk

Ruth Hawley @Ruth_Hawley
@OT_rach Additionally, I think it’s an occupation that as a profession we should be exploring more as relevant to today’s
society. Would love to see an #occupationstation on gaming at conference, too late for #RCOT2019 but maybe I’ll submit
an abstract for the year after. #OTalk
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